HAVE SUSPICION
OF FOUL PLAY

Death of Independence Girl in
Tacoma Considered More Than
Accidental.

BODY SHOWS MANY MARKS

On arriva at Golf's house two boys
in field and said they had
sighted that severe struggle
he took place.

INDI.

W. Guy, May 1, 1898.

President: Chairman.

FROM TWO TO 20 YEARS

OREGON CITY EMERGIES
OLSON IS SENTENCED

Changes plea to guilty and has
Nothing to say when sentence is
imposed, taken to jail.

OREGON CITY, May 1, 1898.

TAKES A BATH TO ESCAPE

Freight Train Carhells Gang of Debar
Men in Case

MONTANA, May 1, 1898.

WOMEN WORK FOR UNIVERSITY

Pass Sublimates Incurring Appoin-
ments.

MONTANA YOUNG MAN SALLARY

James H. Tyler Falls Down, Falls on
Mexico Mine.

MONTANA, May 1, 1898.

MAKING WHIRLWIND CAMPAIGN

Governor's Trustees Foraking Band
in Ass.

Washington, May 1, 1898.

PERSONAL MENTION

Mr. E. H. Poel and wife, of Adna,
who have been here for some time,
are visiting in Columbia City.

The judges over Texas Point
of the D. I. today.

OREGONIAN, May 1, 1898.

WOODLARK ROSE
AND FRUIT SPRAY

At this present season Plants, Shrubs and
Trees require every careful attention to protect
from deadly parasites that ever year
destroying their fol
age and rendering their growth
woody. Rose and Fruit
spray should be used freely at this time. It's a sure
remedy of tree pests.

Woodlark Rose and Fruit Spray

GARDEN AND LAWN HOSE

For every low 30 feet of hose we give a
sample. The hose is so good we guarantee it for a
year.

Garden and Lawn Hose

WOOLARD, CLARKE & CO.

Trunks

We Carry "Likely" Baggage

CROSS ENGLISH LEATHERS

Some of the most beautiful leather
yetts, card cases, watch bands, purses, etc., seen in Portland
this season, are now displayed in our Washington
street saloon. It is delightfully worth while to make
a special trip to our store to see these exquisite
goods. The popular leather this season for the class
of goods is pigskin and we have it in all shades,
shapes and prices.

OAK RECORD
CABINETS

For Disc or Cylinder
Records

Made of extra quality, finished, with a knurled
finish, that shows to greatest advantage
the beautiful grain of the wood.
All special designs, made for our trade, and
builting from 90 to 300 Records.
Sold on easy terms, $1 down, $1 a week, and freight
pursed to points within 100 miles.

PHOTOGRAPHS AND
TALKING MACHINES
ON EASY TERMS

LEAVES WITH SHOP MONEY

Punished Harbor Disgrace

The millionaire harbor
ship was found to be
inoperative.

STANDING FOR THE BANK

Plans include rebuilding $20,000
of a Great Ocean Palace.

STAND UP FOR THE BANK

TO THE VICTORIES

Gentlemen of the Senate,

In the course of the
investigation of the
charge made by the
general manager
of the Oregon
Railroad and
Navigation
Company, that an
improper influence
had been exerted
in the
affair, we have
been summoned
before the
Committee.

Ours is a
challenge to
the Senate,

to the
judgment of
the
nation.

BELEAGUERED
AND
BEFLAUGHT

HOW TO MAKE A TRUNK

At the request of the
public, the Oregonian
has been asked to
formulate a system of
making a trunk
which will
result:

1. A trunk
made
secretly.

2. A trunk
made
secure.

3. A trunk
made
inexpensive.

4. A trunk
made
of quality.

5. A trunk
made
easy to obtain.

6. A trunk
made
easy to carry.

7. A trunk
made
easy to use.

8. A trunk
made
easy to open.

9. A trunk
made
easy to close.

10. A trunk
made
easy to last.

For further information
ask your grocer.

ASK YOUR GROCER

At all
locales in
locations, the
location of
the Hudson.

J. G. MACK & CO.
FIFTH AND STARK

Are You Proud
of Your Bedroom?

Is it beautiful?
Has it distinction?
Or is it commonplace like
five hundred other bedrooms?
It costs no more to make a bedroom
artistic and to give it an individuality
all its own.
Even with the simplest materials—an
Iron Bed, Maple Dressers, a pretty Art
Square, Muslim Curtains—our decorators
can give your rooms a cozy beauty that
will be a delight.
WE ARE ALWAYS GLAD TO GIVE
SUGGESTIONS AND ESTIMATES

J. G. MACK & CO.